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"Amazingly well up-dated and researched. -- The Times (London)"Entertaining companions with

sharp insights ... The series has received plaudits worldwide for intelligence, orginality and a slightly

irreverent sense of fun. -- Daily Telegraph (London)"Cadogan's specialty is uncovering delightful

secrets in some of the earth's most traveled spots". -- The Independent"Cadogan Guides have a

reputation as the outstanding series for the independent traveler who doesn't want to follow the

crowd". -- Daily Telegraph (London)"... evocatively charming and chatty as they are informed". --

New York Daily News"Understated humorous writing". -- New York Daily
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"'Veritable page-turners.. excellently written, bursting with character' - Holiday Which" --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Rugged coastline, barren plains, lush vegetation and brooding mountains provide the backdrop for

the celebrated hospitality of the Irish. Beyond the famous beauties of the Ring of Kerry, the wild

Burren and the ruined friaries lies an intimate history of the people and their rich culture. Let the Irish

introduce you to tales of their mythical gods and fairies, legendary saints and heroes, whether the

venue be a convivial pub in cosmopolitan Cork, a traditional music session in Doolin or a

match-making festival in Lisdoonvarna. This new edition of Cadogan's absorbing guide reveals the

pleasures of an essential corner of Ireland, highlighting opportunities to experience the lively banter



or roam unhurried through the unspoiled landscape.This guide includes practical travel advice;

over180 hand-picked places to stay; over 150 restaurants, bars and cafes; 16 maps; color

touring-map section; stunning color photography; internationally renowned golf courses and tranquil

fishing loughs. (5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 300 pages, color photos, maps) --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

"Southwest Ireland" by Catharina Day is a valuable book for anyone going to this beautiful part of

Ireland. I travel frequently to this region (mostly to Limerick), and find this guide very informative for

not only typical guidebook material (places to stay, eat, etc.) but also for more uncommon

information on sights of interest. The single strongest feature of this book is in the historical

background it provides. This book is far and away the best of commonly available guides to the

region from a practical history point of view. It includes an interesting introduction explaining a

history of Ireland, the status of the Irish Republic today, and a very helpful glossary of political

parties and terms. Religious and political issues (obviously including Northern Ireland) are

explained, and all this background helps a traveler appreciate the people and places in this

wonderful country.I obviously can't comment on the accuracy of the entire book, but the entries here

align very well with the places I have been (King John's Castle, St. Mary's Cathedral, etc.) so as

long as the book is uniform, it is very useful and accurate. The book is not without detractions,

however. Except for the first few pages which contain color photographs taken from the area, there

are no illustrations of the places featured. The maps are not especially helpful or detailed, either.

For these reasons I gave the book four stars, whereas the text would easily garner five.Travelers

may wish to pick up another guide with more user friendly maps and better illustrations to

compliment this guide. All told though, this is a great guide to Southwest Ireland, and I recommend

it, especially for the history.

One of the newest additions to the outstanding Cardogan travel guide series, Southwest Ireland:

Cork, Kerry, Limerick & Clare by Catharina Day is now in a fully revised edition. Covering 170

places to stay, 190 top bars and restaurants, legends, stone circles, history, the nuances of its title

counties, and much more, Southwest Ireland is as valuable for its in-depth tour of local lore as it is

for its 16 detailed and highly accessible maps. Black-and-white and a handful of color photographs

illustrate this easy-to-follow reference handbook, as useful for locating markets, activities, and

tourist attractions as it is for simple reading pleasure about the wonders of Southwest Ireland. Highly

recommended for business travelers and vacationers alike.
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